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Abstract. Prior-art search is an important task in patent retrieval. The success
of this task relies upon the selection of relevant search queries. Typically terms
for prior-art queries are extracted from the claim fields of query patents. However, due to the complex technical structure of patents, and presence of terms
mismatch and vague terms, selecting relevant terms for queries is a difficult
task. During evaluating the patents retrievability coverage of prior-art queries
generated from query patents, a large bias toward a subset of the collection
is experienced. A large number of patents either have a very low retrievability score or can not be discovered via any query. To increase the retrievability
of patents, in this paper we expand prior-art queries generated from query
patents using query expansion with pseudo relevance feedback. Missing terms
from query patents are discovered from feedback patents, and better patents
for relevance feedback are identified using a novel approach for checking their
similarity with query patents. We specifically focus on how to automatically select better terms from query patents based on their proximity distribution with
prior-art queries that are used as features for computing similarity. Our results
show, that the coverage of prior-art queries can be increased significantly by
incorporating relevant queries terms using query expansion.
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Introduction

Patent retrieval falls into the recall-oriented application domain, where not missing a
relevant patent is considered more important than retrieving only set of relevant patents
at top rank results. This is particularly important in prior-art search, where missing one
patent could result in a multimillion dollar lawsuit because of a patent infringement.
The goal of searching a patent database for prior-art is to find all previously published
patents on a given topic [9–11]. It is a common task for patent examiners and attorneys
to decide, whether a new patent application is novel or contains technical conflicts with
some already patented invention. Patent applications have complex structures and
technical contents, which can create significant challenges for retrieval systems [7]. The
vocabulary of patent applications is quite diverse, which leads to an extremely large
dictionary. Writers are suspected to intentionally use many vague terms and expressions
in order to avoid narrowing the scope of the invention. Combinations of general terms
often have a special meaning that also has to be captured. Patent applications further
contain many acronyms and new terminology. Furthermore, in order to pass the patent
examination, writers tend to develop their own terminologies, which can cause serious

terms mismatch problems [6]. The combination of these factors make prior-art search
significantly different with other search tasks, such as web search.
Current prior-art retrieval systems use keyword search, where patent users (e.g.
patent examiners or attorneys) extract relevant keywords from query patents, particularly from the claim field, to formulate their queries [9–11]. Here, query patents are new
applications, which are examined for novelty. The success of the search highly depends
upon the quality of queries terms selected from query patents. However, due to the
above mentioned problems, selecting relevant keywords can be a difficult task. Some
documents are retrieved by many queries, whereas others may never show up within
the top-c documents retrieved for any reasonable query up to a certain length.
Retrievability measurement [1] is used to analyze the bias of retrieval systems and
their capability of potentially retrieving each document in the corpus. Bias of retrieval
systems denotes the characteristic of a system to give preference to certain features of
documents, when it ranks results of any given query. For example, PageRank favors
popular documents by evaluating the number of in-links of web pages in addition to
pure content features. Similarly, TFIDF and OKAPI-BM25 favor large terms frequencies and thus longer documents over shorter ones. Given the fact that only a limited
number of top-ranked documents can be evaluated for any given query, we may arrive
at the situation, that some set of documents cannot be retrieved for any plausible query
by e.g., using all possible queries up to a certain length. To measure retrievability, a
large set of potential queries (e.g. all combinations of all important keywords up to a
pre-specified query length) are passed to a retrieval system, and the number of documents that can and that cannot be retrieved is evaluated. The resulting figure provides
an estimate on the amount of bias introduced by a certain retrieval system, indicating
its suitability for recall-oriented applications.
With prior-art queries generated only from query patents, our experiments using
retrievability measurement indicate a large bias toward a subset of patents in state of
the art retrieval systems [2]. A large subset of patents either has very low retrievability
scores or could not be accessible via any query. In order to increase the coverage of priorart queries, in this paper we reformulate (expand) queries using Query Expansion (QE)
with Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) [3]. Prior-art queries extracted from query
patents may not contain all terms. Therefore, missing terms can be extracted from
PRF documents. For selecting better patents for PRF, in this paper we propose a novel
approach where relevant patents for PRF are identified based on their similarity with
query patents via specific terms. The success of this approach, highly depends upon the
selection of those terms from query patents, that produce the best PRF candidates. For
example, those terms which appear closely with terms of prior-art queries in the same
claim, paragraph, sentence or phrase can identify better patents for PRF as compared
to using all terms of a query patent. This term selection problem can be considered a
term classification problem. In this paper, we try to separate positive terms from others
- according to their potential impact on the retrieval effectiveness. Finally, in order to
evaluate how far this novel prior-art retrieval approach can increase the retrievability
of patents in collection, we compare it with state of the art retrieval systems including
different QE approaches. Our experiments indicate that patent retrievability can be
improved significantly using QE with more sophisticated PRF patents selection.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work
in the field of prior-art patents retrieval. In Section 3, we introduce retrievability mea-

surement for recall-oriented applications, which is used as a basis of our experiments.
In Section 4, we explain the working of our prior-art retrieval approach, introducing
the features used for classification (Section 4.1), learning accuracy (Section 4.2) and
expanding queries using language modeling approach (Section 4.3). In Section 5, we
evaluate the performance of our retrieval approach with other state of the art retrieval
models using collection of patent documents under retrievability measurement.

2

Related Work

Osborn et al. [17] introduce a system that integrates a series of shallow natural language
processing techniques into a vector-based document information retrieval system for
searching relevant patents. Their methods are mainly based on the patterns of part-ofspeech tags, where firstly phrases from the patents are extracted, and then these phrases
are used as indexed features. Their methods use all contents of a patent for constructing
the query vector, but ignore the structure information in the patent. Larkey [12] uses a
probabilistic information retrieval system for searching and classifying US patents. In
their approach, instead of searching in full patents, they select certain sections (patent
fields) and portions of sections for reducing text and selecting dominant terms. Next,
weights to different terms in these reduced patents are assigned based on their relative
importance to different sections and term frequencies for efficient retrieval. Mase et
al. [15] propose a two-stage retrieval strategy for patents search. In stage1, general
text analysis and retrieval methods are applied to improve recall; while in stage2, top c
patents retrieved from stage1 results are rearranged for improving precision by applying
different text analysis and retrieval methods using the claim field.
Fujii [8] applies link analysis techniques to the citation structure for efficient patent
retrieval. In their method, they first perform text based retrieval for obtaining top
c patents, and then citation scores of these top c patents are computed based on
PageRank and topic-sensitive citation-based methods. Finally, both the text-based and
citation-based scores are combined for better ranking of these patents. Custis et al. [6],
evaluate query expansion methods for legal domain applications. For this purpose, they
systematically introduce query document terms mismatch into a corpus in a controlled
manner and then measure the performance of retrieval systems as the degree of terms
mismatch changes. A recent approach on patent retrieval considers a novel search scenario, in which users can pose full patents as a query instead of selecting relevant
keywords from them in prior-art search [19]. They also explore the effect of different
fields of patents as a search feature and further consider how these fields can be combined with learning techniques. A considerable improvement in relevance judgment
results is reported using this approach.

3

Retrievability Measurement

Retrievability measures [1], how likely each and every document d ∈ D can be retrieved within the top c ranked results for all queries in Q. More formally, retrievability
r(d) of d ∈ D can be defined as follows.
X
r(d) =
f (kdq , c)
(1)
q∈Q

Here, f (kdq , c) is a generalized utility/cost function, where kdq is the rank of d in
the result set of query q ∈ Q, c denotes the maximum rank that a user is willing to
proceed down the ranked list. The function f (kdq , c) returns a value of 1 if kdq ≤ c,
and 0 otherwise.
Retrievability inequality can be further analyzed using the Lorenz Curve. Documents are sorted according to their retrievability score in ascending order, plotting a
cumulative score distribution. If the retrievability of documents is distributed equally,
then the Lorenz Curve will be linear. The more skewed the curve, the greater the
amount of inequality or bias within the retrieval system. The Gini coefficient G is
used to summarize the amount of bias in the Lorenz Curve, and is computed as follows.
Pn
(2 · i − n − 1) · r(di )
Pn
G = i=1
(2)
(n − 1) j=1 r(dj )
where n = |D| is the number of documents in the collection. If G = 0, then no
bias is present because all documents are equally retrievable. If G = 1, then only one
document is retrievable and all other documents have r(d) = 0. By comparing the
Gini coefficients of different retrieval methods, we can analyze the retrievability bias
imposed by the underlying retrieval system on the given document collection.
Retrievability of patents is analyzed on a large collection of queries. Clearly, it is
impractical to calculate the absolute r(d) scores because the set of all query terms
Q would be extremely large and require a significant amount of computation time as
each query would have to be issued against the index for a given retrieval system. In
order to perform measurements in a practical way, a subset of all possible queries is
commonly used that is sufficiently large and contains relatively probable queries [1].
In query generation, we try to reflect the way patent examiners use for generating
prior-art queries from the claim fields of query patents [9–11]. We first extract all
frequent terms from the patents that have a term frequency greater than a minimum
threshold (≥3). For generating longer queries, single frequent terms are combined into
two, three and four term combinations. For those patents that contain a large number of
single frequent terms, the different term combinations become very large. To generate
a similar number of queries for every patent, we put an upper bound of 90 queries
generated from every patent.

4

Selecting Pseudo-Relevance Feedback Documents

In QE with PRF, it is normally assumed that the set of top documents retrieved
by user queries is relevant for relevance feedback, and that learning expansion terms
from these feedback documents can increase the effectiveness of search [14]. However,
from the queries extracted from query patents, our retrievability results show a large
bias toward some subset of patents [2, 3]. These high retrievable patents can skew
the results, and due to this a large subset of patents either could become very low
retrievable or could not be retrievable via any query. For selecting relevant patents
for PRF, we consider a novel approach, where patents for PRF are identified based
on their similarity with query patents over a subset of terms, rather than the overall
document similarity. The success of this approach depends on two main factors. Firstly,
appropriate terms need to be identified in the query patent via which to retrieve the

best-matching documents for PRF that can help in improving retrievability during QE.
As experiments below will show, these are terms that co-occur closely with the query
terms stemming from the query patent. Secondly, we analyze which fields of a query
patent (title, abstract, description of patent, background summary, and the claim field)
should be considered for query expansion.
In a nutshell, the experimental set-up works as follows: Retrievability is analyzed for
all patents in the corpus. 500 low-retrievable patents are identified to focus on improving their retrievability via PRF. For these we identify the 35 most similar documents to
be used for PRF using the SMART similarity measure [16]. Using Language Modeling
(LM) we then expand the queries based on the PRF documents and check whether
retrievability of the original query patent has increased. The variable step is the identification of the PRF documents. Here, in each iteration we eliminate one term of the
(low-retrievable) query patent, resulting in different documents being ranked high for
PRF. Terms that, when removed, lead to a ranking of PRF documents that reduce
retrievability by the resulting expanded queries, are obviously helpful in determining
better documents for PRF. These terms serve as a training set to automatically learn
which terms help in identifying better PRF documents. The characteristics of these
positive terms are analyzed and described via a range of features that serve as a basis
for automatically identifying them via a machine learning approach. Thus, during deployment, starting from a query patent only such terms are used to identify the best
matching documents for PRF.
After applying QE using LM, we furthermore analyze, which sections of a patent
these terms come from that are used for expanding queries that lead to higher retrievability. The individual steps are described in more detail below.
4.1

Query Patent Term Selection Features

Following the process outlined above, we obtain a set of terms that, when included
in identifying PRF documents, lead to higher or lower retrievability. We now want to
describe these terms via a set of features, focussing mostly on their positional relation
to the original query terms. Our terms classification feature set thus consists of several
measures that capture the proximity of terms in query patent with all terms in the
original queries, based on [4, 5, 18, 21]. These features measure the closeness or compactness of the selected QP term with terms in the query. The underlying intuition is
that, the more compact the terms are, the more likely it is that they are topically related, and thus higher the possibility that the terms help improve PRF. The feature set
consists of 6 features, which are further computed seperately on all 6 individual fields of
patents (Title, Abstract, Claim, Background Summary, Description, and wholepatent)
capturing the positional relationship between the terms in the initial query and in the
documents, plus a number of other features capturing the importance of candidate
terms for query expansion. The total dimensionality of the feature set is 42.
d will be used to explain how each of the
The following sample query patent QP
features explained below can be calculated for a query qb containing query terms a and
b with query patent term m.
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(f1): Average Minimum Distance to Single Query Term: This feature is defined
as the average of the shortest distance between the occurrences of term t in QP with
the terms of the query [21]. This feature rewards terms of a query patent that appear
very close to query terms, e.g. in the same phrase, sentence, paragraph or claim.
Let q = {q1 , q2 , ..., qm } be the set of different query terms in a query q. Oqi =
{oi1 , oi2 , ..., oin } is the set of term occurrence positions of the query term qi in QP p.
P D(qi , t; p) denotes the distance between query term qi and term t in p. Following [18],
f 1 is the distance between the closest occurring positions of term qi and t, and can be
measured through their occurring positions in p.
P
qi ∈q P D(qi ; t|p)
f1 (t) =
(3)
|q|
©
P D(qi ; t|p) = minoik ∈Oqi ,otk ∈Ot abs(oik − otk ) }
(4)
where |q| is the length of query q, and Oqi and Ot are the sets of occurrences
positions of terms qi and t in p. In the example, the minimum value of f 1(m) using
this feature with query terms a and b is = ((5 − 4) + (6 − 4))/2 = 1.5.
(f2): Pair-wise Terms Proximity Based on Minimum Distance: f 1 captures
the average minimum QP term distance with single terms of a query. However, a better
feature could be with pairs of query terms [21]. f 2 considers the minimum distance
between the selected QP term and pairs of terms in the query. This feature is calculated
as follows.
f2 (t) = minp̂(qi ,qj )∈q,t6=qi ,t6=qj ,qi 6=qj {P D2(qi , qj ; t|p)}
©
P D2(qi , qj ; t|p) = minoik ∈Oqi ,ojk ∈Oqj ,otk ∈Ot P D(qi ; t|p) + P D(qj ; t|p) }

(5)
(6)

p̂(qi , qj ) enumerates all possible terms pairs in q. P D2(qi , qj ; t|p) denotes the pairwise distance between terms pair qi and qj in the query and term t in p. Similar to f 2,
it is the distance between the closest occurring positions of terms qi , qj and t. In the
example, the minimum value of f 2(m) using this feature is = (5 − 4) + (6 − 4) = 3.
(f3): Pair-wise Terms Proximity Based on Average Distance: Instead of relying
only on the minimum distance, this feature calculates the average distance between
pairs of query terms qi ,qj and term t in p [5]. This feature promotes those terms of
a query patent that consistently occur closer to query term pairs in localized areas,
e.g. in the same claim, paragraph, sentence or phrase. Given the set p̂(qi , qj ) of all
possible query terms pairs, the value of this feature can be calculated as follows. In
the example, since there is only one query terms pair, therefore the pair-wise average
proximity distance of f 3(m) using this feature is = ((5 − 4) + (6 − 4))/1 = 3.
P
p̂(qi ,qj )∈q,t6=qi ,t6=qj ,qi 6=qj {P D2(qi , qj ; t|p)}
(7)
f3 (t) =
|p̂(qi , qj )|

(f4): Query Terms Difference Average Position: This feature considers the difference between the average positions of individual query terms with terms t in p.
This feature first calculates the average positions of individual terms of query with
t using the position vectors, and then these average positions are used for calculating average proximity positions [5]. This feature captures where terms of query
and t are occurring together. In the example, the value of f 4(m) using this feature is = abs((1 + 5 + 12)/3 − (4 + 16)/2) + abs((2 + 6 + 14)/3 + (4 + 16)/2)/2 =
abs(6 − 10) + abs(7.33 − 10)/2 = 3.34.
P
P
P
otk
oik
qi ∈q abs{
oik ∈Oqi |Oqi | −
otk ∈Ot |Ot | }
f4 (t) =
(8)
|q|
(f5): Co-Occurrence with Single Query Term: In learning better expansion terms
using classification approach all terms are considered useful for expansion, that co-occur
frequently with query terms [4]. f(5) captures this co-occurrence.
f5 (t) = log

1 X c(qi , t|p)
|q| q ∈q tf (qi |p)

(9)

i

where c(qi , t|p) is the frequency of co-occurrences of query term qi and the term t
within text windows of p. tf (qi |p) denotes the term frequency of qi in p. The window
size is empirically set to 20 terms. In the example, if window size is set to 3 then the
number of co-occurrence of term m with query term a is 1 and with query term b is 3.
Using equation 9, the value of f 5(m) is = log(1/2 ∗ ((1/3) + (3/3))) = −0.41.
(f6): Co-occurrence with Pairs Query Terms: The previous feature considers only
the co-occurrence of term t with individual terms of query q. This feature captures a
stronger co-occurrence relation of term t with pairs of terms of the query [4]. Given
the set p̂(qi , qj ) of all possible pairs of query terms, the value of this feature can be
calculated as follows.
f6 (t) = log

1
|p̂(qi , qj )|

X
p̂(qi ,qj )∈q,t6=qi ,t6=qj ,qi 6=qj

c(qi , qj , t|p)
tf (qi |p) + tf (qj |p)

(10)

c(qi , qj , t|p) denotes the frequency of co-occurrences of term t with terms pair qi
and qj of query q, within text windows of p. The window size is empirically set to 20
terms. In the example, if window size is set to 3 then the number of co-occurrence of
term m with query term pairs a and b is 1. Using equation 10 the value of f 6(m) is
= log(1/2 ∗ (1/6)) = −2.48.
Other Features: Some other features that we consider for term classification purpose
and use in our experiments are: (a) Sum of query terms and t in p, (b) Product of
term frequencies of individual query terms and t in p. If the value of this feature is
high, the probability of closer occurrence of term t with query terms will be high. (c)
f ullcover(q, t, p) is the length of the patent segment that covers all occurrences of query
terms with term t, (d) idf of term t, (e) tf idf value of term t, and (f) length of patent.

4.2

Terms Classification and PRF Patents Selection

We use neural networks with radial basis function (RBF) to train a model for identifying terms that help in returning documents for PRF that improve the overall retrievability of a given patent. PRF documents are selected calculating the similarity
between the query patent (with different terms removed) and the patent corpus using
the SMART similarity measure [16], using the top 35 patents for PRF with subsequent
query expansion via LM as described below.
The calculation of the majority of features describing the terms is based upon the
proximity distribution of query terms and terms in patents. Thus 3000 queries that can
retrieve the 500 low-retrievable patents are randomly selected for training the model,
and further 800 queries are used for testing the accuracy of learning model. Using the
RBF classifier, we obtain a classification accuracy of 72%.
4.3

Expanding Queries

We use Language Modeling (LM) [13] to select the most dominant terms from PRF
patents for expanding the queries. Under LM each term w is ranked according to the
sum of divergences between its prevalence in each relevance feedback patent it occurs
and the importance of the term in the whole collection.
score(w) =

X

P (d)P (w|d)P (q|d)

(11)

d∈K

K is the set of PRF patents selected using the approach above. We assume that
P (d) is uniform over the set. After this estimation, the most e = 35 terms (words) from
P (w|K) are chosen for expanding the queries. The values P (w|d) and P (q|d) can be
calculated following Equations 12 and 13.
P (q|d) =

m
Y

P (qi |d)

(12)

i=1

where qi is the ith query term, m is the number of terms in a query q, and d is a
document model. Dirichlet smoothing [20] is used to estimate non-zero values for terms
in the query which are not in a patent document. It is applied to the query likelihood
language model as follows.
P (w|d) =

|d|
λ
PM L (w|d) +
PM L (w|D)
|d| + λ
|d| + λ

PM L (w|d) =

f req(w, D)
f req(w, d)
, PM L (w|D) =
|d|
|D|

(13)

(14)

where PM L (w|d) is the maximum likehood estimate of a term w in document d,
D is the entire collection, and λ is the smoothing parameter [20]. |d| and |D| are
the lengths of a patent document d and collection D, respectively, f req(w, d) and
f req(w, D) denote the frequency of a term w in d and D, respectively.

Queries Set

Total Queries Average Retriev- Average
ability
Queries/Patent
2 Terms Queries 4, 308, 562
512.83
78.27
3 Terms Queries 2, 908, 972
373.49
53.42
4 Terms Queries 2, 876, 587
282.24
51.78
Table 1. Queries sets properties used for Retrievability Measurement
Retr. Model/
Rank cut-off
TFIDF
BM25
Exact Match
LM
QP-with-TS
QP-without-TS

Two Terms Queries
30 40 60 80 100
0.48 0.51 0.50 0.49 0.49
0.58 0.54 0.51 0.50 0.50
0.79 0.77 0.75 0.71 0.67
0.53 0.53 0.53 0.52 0.51
0.39 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.37
0.50 0.57 0.55 0.55 0.54

Three Terms
30 40 60
0.50 0.51 0.51
0.56 0.53 0.52
0.90 0.87 0.83
0.62 0.62 0.63
0.38 0.37 0.37
0.58 0.55 0.55

Queries
80 100
0.48 0.48
0.50 0.50
0.76 0.70
0.61 0.60
0.36 0.36
0.55 0.54

Four Terms Queries
30 40 60 80 100
0.63 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62
0.67 0.65 0.64 0.63 0.63
0.91 0.88 0.84 0.78 0.72
0.71 0.71 0.72 0.70 0.68
0.54 0.53 0.53 0.52 0.51
0.66 0.65 0.63 0.63 0.62

Table 2. Gini coefficient ( G) values of different retrieval systems, for different rank cut-off
factors (c). As c increases, G steadily decreases indicating that lower bias is experienced when
considering longer ranked lists.
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Experiments

For experiments, we use a collection of freely available patents from the US patent and
trademark office, downloaded from (http://www.uspto.gov/). We collect all patents
that are listed under United State Patent Classification (USPC) classes 422 (Chemical apparatus and process disinfecting, deodorizing, preserving, or sterilizing), and 423
(Chemistry of inorganic compounds). There are a total of 54, 353 patents in our collection, with an average patent size of 3, 317.41 terms (without stop words removing).
In query generation, we only consider the claim field of every patent, as this is the
section that most professional patent searchers use as their basis for query formulation
[9, 11]. For retrieval we index the full text of all patents (Title, Abstract, Background
Summary, Claim, Description). This reflects the default setting in a standard full
text retrieval engine. Before indexing, we remove stop words and stem the words.
For indexing and querying we use the Apache LUCENE1 IR toolkit. Four state-of-the
art retrieval systems along with our proposed prior-art retrieval approach are used
for evaluating retrievability inequality and prior-art queries coverage. The retrieval
systems that we evaluate are; TFIDF, OKAPI retrieval function (BM25), Exact
Match model, Language Modeling with term smoothing (LM2 ) [20], our PRF patents
selection approach based on query patents similarity with terms selection (QP-withTS), and PRF patents selection based on query patents similarity using all terms of
query patents (QP-without-TS). In QP-with-TS we select terms from all fields of
query patents. We create a set of queries from each query patent using two terms as
well as three and four terms combinations (Section 3). Table 1 shows the properties of
different query sets.
Figure 1 shows the retrievability inequality of different retrieval systems using
Lorenz Curves with rank cut-off factor of 30. For other rank cut-off parameters configurations, we show the retrievability inequality of different retrieval approaches using
1
2

http://lucene.apache.org/java/docs/
In LM, top 40 patents are used for PRF, and top 35 terms from PRF patents are used for
expansion.
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Fig. 1. Lorenz Curves visualizing the retrievability inequality of different retrieval systems,
with rank cut-off factor (c) = 30. Equality refers to an optimal system which has no bias.

Gini coefficient values in Table 2. We can see that as the rank cut-off factor increases,
the Gini coefficient tends to decrease slowly on all different queries sets. This indicates
that the retrievability inequality within the collection is mitigated by the willingness
of the user to search deeper down into the ranking, as expected. If users are willing to
examine only the top documents, then they will face a greater degree of retrieval bias.
On almost all rank cut-off factors with different lengths of query sets, the Lorenz
curve and Gini coefficient values of our prior-art retrieval approach (QP-with-TS) are
less skewed and have lower Gini coefficient values than other retrieval approaches. This
indicates that our prior-art retrieval approach makes individual patents more easily
retrievable. The Exact Match method, which is widely used in professional patent retrieval systems, consistently shows the worst performance. In LM approach, considering
top documents in queries relevant for PRF also does not perform too well with respect
to providing potential access to all patents. The performance results of QP-without-TS
are worse than QP-with-TS. This happens because in patent retrieval domain a large
diversity exists in patent lengths. Therefore, when calculating PRF patents similarity
using all terms of query patent (whole patent), longer patents have more chance that
they can increase their similarity values with query patents. This results in a higher
bias in retrievability scores. The retrievability results of TFIDF are better than other
retrieval approaches.

Patent Field/
Rank cut-off
Whole Patent
Description
Claim
Abstract
Summary

Two Terms Queries
30 40 60 80 100
0.39 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.37
0.44 0.44 0.44 0.43 0.43
0.51 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.49
0.47 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.46
0.47 0.47 0.46 0.46 0.44

Three Terms
30 40 60
0.38 0.37 0.37
0.40 0.40 0.39
0.46 0.46 0.45
0.44 0.44 0.44
0.43 0.43 0.43

Queries
80 100
0.36 0.36
0.39 0.39
0.44 0.44
0.44 0.43
0.42 0.42

Four Terms Queries
30 40 60 80 100
0.54 0.53 0.53 0.52 0.51
0.56 0.55 0.55 0.54 0.53
0.60 0.59 0.59 0.58 0.58
0.58 0.58 0.57 0.57 0.57
0.59 0.58 0.57 0.56 0.55

Table 3. Effect of different fields of patents on Gini coefficient for query patent terms selection,
with different rank cut-off factors (c).

The Gini coefficient values of Table 3 summarize our analysis which field of query
patent is better for terms extraction in QP-with-TS approach. Given the results shown
in Table 3, it is clear that query patent terms extracted from the description field can
better decrease the retrievability inequality as compared to other fields. However, the
performance results of selecting terms from the whole patent are much better than individual fields’ results. From the results, it is interesting to notice, that the performance
results of summary and abstract fields are much better than claim field results, which
is mostly used in prior-art retrieval. This is because writers in claim fields, for protecting the invention, may tend to use language that extends the scope of patents, which
may create serious term mismatch problems. Other fields like description, abstract and
background summary are mainly written for the technical use, where authors briefly
try to describe their description of invention relative to the field.
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Conclusions

This paper evaluates the coverage of prior-art queries extracted from query patents
using retrievability measurement. In experiments, retrievability shows large bias toward
subset of patents using state of the art retrieval systems. Due to bias, a large number
of patents either have very lower retrievability scores or could not be retrievable via
any query. The main reason behind low retrievability is the presence of large terms
mismatch in patents. For increasing the retrievability of patents, we consider query
expansion approach with pseudo relevance feedback (PRF). In this way, missing terms
of query patents are retrieved from related PRF patents. For better identifications
of PRF patents, a novel approach is presented where patents for PRF are identified
based on their similarity with query patents via selected terms. We identify relevant
terms from query patents based on their proximity distribution with prior-art queries.
Using this approach, an increase in the retrievability of individual patents is obtained,
which indicates that this prior-art retrieval approach provides better opportunity for
retrieving individual patents in search space.
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